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n the near future, the ISI and RAW discover that
securing the borders of Pakistan and India is the
least of their problems. An extraterrestrial race
of reptiloids prepares to invade Earth — by turning
our smartphones into gene-tampering weapons.
Humanity might soon be extinct.
As people in Delhi start turning into alien hybrids,
India gears up to face a foe unlike any other.
From unveiling the actual reason behind the
Chandrayaan mission to the truth about Osama bin
Laden, this explosive geopolitical science-fiction
thriller depicts how contemporary India responds to
an alien invasion.

‘…combines the best elements of classic Science
Fictionand the political thriller…a double serving of
extra-crispy entertainment!’
– Anil Menon, author of “Half of What I Say” and “
The Beast with Nine Billion Feet”
A quirky, imaginative, fast-paced SF thriller that is
full of twists and turns. A worthy and sparkling
piece of Indian SF!’
– G.J.V. Prasad, writer and critic
‘…a potent cocktail… with a generous topping of
aliens. Intoxicating stuff!’
– Mainak Dhar, bestselling author of “03:02” and
the “Alice in Deadland” series
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(IASFS). Red Jihad, Sami’s debut thriller,
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Combines the best elements of political
thriller and science fiction.
An explosive geopolitical piece of science
fiction that depicts how modern India
would respond to an alien invasion.
It is rip-roaring thriller that follows the
lives of several characters as they are
caught up in an international crisis.

